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2020 GRATITUDE LIST

$30,000 and up
Carnegie Hall
Connecticut Office of the Arts
Fairfield County’s Community Foundation
SpreadMusicNow

$10,000 to $29,999
Hot Topic Foundation
National Arts Strategies
New Canaan Community Foundation*
Doug and Lisa Petno
St. John’s Community Foundation

$5,000 to $9,999
D’Addario Foundation
Find Your Light Foundation
Harry Chapin Memorial Fund

$2,500 to $4,999
CT Humanities
Sarita and Gregory Hanley
Mr. and Mrs. John K. Knight
La Voz Hispana de Connecticut
Justin Myracks
Stamford Rotary Trust Fund
United Way of Western Connecticut – Cradle to Career

$1,000 to $2,499
Jane and Stephen Alpert*
Mr. and Mrs. William Avery Band Central
Census 2020
Durango Insurance & Financial Services
Shirley Heredia and Angelica Durrell
First County Bank Foundation
Fred and Joan Weisman Fund
Paul Hudson
Seth Novatt
Doug and Lisa Petno*
Reverb Gives
Savings Bank of Danbury Foundation
St. Mark’s Episcopal Church
The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
Westhill Angels
Westport Sunrise Rotary 21st Century Foundation

Up to $249
Rita Adron*
Catherine Anastasia*
Hailey Baloutch*
Lindsay Barth
Dana Beck
Leah Beckman*
Johany Bedon
Philip E Berns
Susan Beyman*
Ellen Bobka
David and Linda Brenner*
John Breunig
Karen Brown
Lidia Paola Castro
Judith Clark*
Complete Service Law

Sheryl Culotta
Johanna Daily
Amy Darnton
Stanley Day*
Marlene De Bellis*
Marcela De la Torre*
Daniel Dobryn*
Emmanuel Doreste
Arthur and Katharine Draper*
Nora Duffin
David Durrell
Susan Durrell
Ecuadorian Civic Committee of Fairfield County
Ellen Ehrlch*
Aida and Cleodimiro Falcon
Jennifer Fallon*
Eric Fischman*
Lauren Friedman
Sheri Friedman*
Ana Lucia Galarza
Estephany Galarza
Dulce Gandhi
Victoria Garcia*
Elisa Castelu
Elizabeth Gibbs
Philip Giller*
Marcia Carmen Godoy
Adelle Goldsmith
Juan Carlos Gomar
Roberta Gordon*
Helen Maureen Graney
Ida Granowitz*
Anny Guatantanga
Breis Guyman
Zachary Haas
Frank Hall
Carrie Hammond
Marion Hare*
Pat Harris*
Eileen Heaphy
Scott and Sheryl Hill
Jannette Holmes
Melanie Hughes*
Jan Hunt*
Russell Jones
Robbin Juris*
Gerald Kadcn*
Girish Kaimal
Peter Kaminsky
David Katz
Renee Katz*
Richard Koch*
Evan Koster
Alton and Pat Landsman*
Gabriela Larkin
Robert Larson*
Andrew Lawrence*
Linda Lessin
Susie Lindenberg*
Eduardo Lucero
Katherine Marciano*
Robert Martin*
Paola Marquez-Smith
Elsa Martinez
Stephanie Martinez
William Massengill
Elaine Mintz
Laurie Montoya
Audeen Moore
Adriana Mora
Clara Londoño and Pablo Moreno
Michael Negron
Elinor Newberry
Patricia Nietsch*
Michael Nunziante
Alana Olswin
Tom Ormond
Marie Osorio*
Amy Pell*
Mildred Peralta
Abe and Marion Pomeranc*
Roberta Presser*
Ann Preston*
Daniel Price
Chris Prosser
Laura Ramsey*
Eric Rice
Bobbie Rich
Mary Richard
Donna Richmond*
Robin Rockafellow
Aldrich Rodriguez*
Lely Rodriguez
Lillian Rodriguez*
Ladi Rojas
Barbara Kinn and Nancy Rossett*
Elizabeth Rubin*
Rusty Ruff
Silvia Santacruz
George Santiago*
Lisa Shufro
Susan Silva
Andrew Sklover
Frannie Southworth*
Stamford Woman’s Club
Robert and Silvia Stein
January Stewart
Natalie Strauss*
Darcy Taylor
David Tisdale*
Andrew Traub*
Luis Vilca
Madhav Vishnubhatta
Peter Walfisz*
Ann Weinwurm*
Zach Wichter*
Maury Wind
Susan Wurtzel

*The Terry Hess Memorial Fund is made possible by these generous donors and the Sapienza Scholarship Fund.
THANK YOU! GRACIAS!
We are grateful for your generosity and trust.

2020 challenged us in ways we could have never expected. The COVID-19 pandemic put us all in places of hardship and recovery, highlighted the continued fight for equity, and brought the passing of friends, family, and community leaders.

We moved quickly to adapt to the evolving and complex needs of our students and families while serving our mission to make intercultural music education and literacy relevant, accessible, and inclusive.

I am proud of INTEMPO's resiliency and progress. Our longstanding programs continued to serve our students and families when they were most in need. Our faculty and staff were enthusiastic, committed, and flexible as they engaged with 100% of our students and families. We delivered over 1,100 hours of online music education and academic tutoring in reading, mathematics, and other subjects, while providing 102 hours of professional development to our faculty. With the help of our partners and family advocacy team, we provided books, computers, food, rent support, and face masks to our community.

INTEMPO creatively re-imagined what could be. Through live streaming our Samba Cultural Crossover Concert; Soundscape of the Americas Concert with The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts; Drive-in Documentary Screening with CT Humanities; and Trilingual Music Experience with the Ferguson Library, we reached over 14,000 viewers spanning the Western hemisphere. Family and friends of students as far away as Ecuador watched the students perform and shared in their joy across geographies and time zones.

Beyond the challenges of a global pandemic, April 2020 brought the loss of cherished lead teaching artist, award-winning music educator, friend, wife, and mother Terry Hess. In her honor, the Terry Hess Memorial Fund was established by her family and granted tuition scholarships for three first-generation students to attend college in 2020-2021.

In Memory of Lead Teaching Artist
Terry Hess (1957-2020)

As we continue to navigate the impacts of the pandemic, our communities need the transformational power of music and education more than ever. Music education and literacy create pathways for our students to hope, imagine, and develop skills that serve them in this moment and into the future.

Let's continue to stay connected, safely engaged, and inspired as we build the future of INTEMPO together.

With gratitude,

José R. Feliciano
Board Chair
### 2020 Financial Reports

#### Total Source of Funds
- **Foundations**: 63% ($234,350)
- **Programs**: 6% ($22,715)
- **Government**: 21% ($79,489)
- **Individuals & Corporations**: 9% ($32,895)
- **Donated Services & Facilities**: 1% ($4,476)

#### Total Expenses
- **Educational Programs**: 51% ($156,175)
- **Development & Fundraising**: 38% ($114,408)
- **Management & General**: 11% ($33,797)

---

### Your Impact at a Glance

#### How Much
- **1,137** hours of music and academic programming facilitated online during the pandemic
- **500** face masks, 200 toys, and more than 84 food items distributed to families in need
- **218** students participated in music and academic programming with 52 students receiving literacy enrichment and 18 students receiving math tutorials
- **70** music stands and 22 computers distributed for at-home learning
- **47** families obtained food and rent support through family advocacy services

#### How Well
- **100%** of students engaged by staff during the pandemic
- **100%** of parents reported programs have been great support for the children during the pandemic
- **82%** of students showed progress in musical skill by participating and practicing
- **82%** of students were comfortable reading notes and playing at proficiency level
- **62%** of students were comfortable marking their music sheets during class
- **56%** of students attended 100% of online instrumental music classes during the pandemic